Abstract: Will mankind survive the next billion years? It is of coursc impossible to give any definite answer to this question. However, it may be possible to disccrn which of our present policies will increase, or decrease, the Iikclihood of that eventuality. This can be done not with any precision, to be sure, but educated guesses arc sometimes more helpful than completely ignoring an important, nay, crucial, question. The present paper is devoted to a discussion of which public policies arc more likely to promote the survival of the human race, and which to lessen it.
Introduction
One of these millennia, if the environmentalists arc correct, the earth will cease to be able to support the human race. If we have any affection for this species, we had better hope that it by that time attains the ability to travel interplanetary distances, and has been able to colonize such heavenly bodies as our moon, Venus, Mars, asteroids or perhaps the satellites of Jupiter or Uranus. Also, taking the very long run view, the day will perhaps come when the sun will either explode, incinerating the inhabitants of our entire solar system, or be extinguished like a candle with no more wax -to the same deadly effect, if less spectacularly, and through excessive cold, not heat. By that time it will behoove the human race to have the means of interstellar travcl at its command, plus the ability to colonize planets and moons in other solar systems.
Is it worthwhile even discussing this futuristic, science fiction problem? Many would reply "probably not". For some, a discount rate of pretty much anything greater than zero would be sufficient to banish into total insignificance something which will not occur for a million or even a billion years from now -even when the survival of the entire human race hangs in the balance. Moreover (so might the critic of the present paper continue to argue), if our species lasts long enough that such heroic meas- USA, e-mail: Robertg-murphy@yahoo.com. We wish to thank three anonymous referees for their work on an earlier draft of this paper. Thanks to their efforts, this is a much-improved product. We are of course responsible for all remaining errors and infelicities. ** W. Block, R. Murphy ures become necessary to save it, we can probably leave the solution to our descendants. I f they have not picked up the requisite knowledge needed to save themselves by that time, an argument can be made that they (i.e., we) are not worth preserving.
Finally, the critic of the present discussion might note that "given the rate of changc of knowledgc about the foundations of life in the context of an environment that is thc subject of historically rapid change, the very distant future, to say nothing of even the moderately long nin, can best be characterized as radically uncertain". ' And yet, and yct. It cannot be denied that the present discounted value of something not to occur for eons is very low. But we arc talking about a rather large value to be derived at that time. As well, there are other reasons to entertain a discussion that niay not now have much practical value.
For one thing, there is the pleasure of entering a presently lightly visited intellectual realm. Publications addressed to the issue of what to do when the sun destroys itself arc not in excess supply. For another, there might be no need to discount by a time preference rate at all: If it were the case that what holds for humanity in the long run also holds in the short run, then whatever policy proved optimal based on very long run considerations would also be the preferred policy for the here-and-now, regardless of the discount rate. In such a world where social policies have comparable effects on humanity itsclf both in the short and very long nm, we sacrifice nothing by introducing policies based on our present analysis right now, even though their long run benefits (which will be the focus of the prcsent paper) will not kick in for millions of years. Further, analyzing present day public policy from so untoward a perspective niay shed light on it that would otherwise be unavailable. As well, we shall not really be directly discussing "the question of survival in a million/billion years' time".* Rather, we will be focusing our attention on what can be done now, or at least in the very short run, in order to most likely raise thc probability of our species' success in the long distant future. There is also the possibility that worldwide doom is not quite so far off as might appear. Yes, the sun exploding, or extinguishing, is an event for a very Far off year. However, the specter of a giant meteor or comet crashing on the earth cannot as easily be dismissed for the foreseeable future. Indeed, the present authors believe that the value of saving the entire human race is of such a high magnitude, that virtually any positive probability of a cataclysmic event (such as a giant meteor crash) would render the present discussion worthwhile.
Let us, then, entertain this question. Specifically, what can we do, now, to increase the 'We owe this point to an anonymous referee of Homo Oc~co~~on~ic~rr.s 2This is the phrase of' an anonymous referce of Honto Occonomicus.
